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Policy briefing 
 

Tongue-tie in babies  
 
The evidence indicates that, for significant tongue-ties which hinder breastfeeding after the 
assistance of a specialist, frenotomy enables breastfeeding to continue. 

 
Rosie Dodds, Senior Policy Adviser 

 
Introduction  
Tongue-tie or ankyloglossia is a congenital condition where the membrane under 
the tongue (frenulum) is unusually thick, tight or short. Edmunds’ review found 
estimates that tongue-tie occurs in between 2.8% to 10.7% of babies, partly due to 
differences in definition.1  
 
This can affect infants' feeding skills in different ways, and function is more 
important than appearance in assessment.2 More than half of newborns with 
tongue-tie compensate well such that they can breastfeed effectively,3,4 and a 
small proportion of babies have difficulty maintaining suction when bottle 
feeding.3,5 Using ultrasound of the baby’s mouth while breastfeeding before and 
after frenotomy, Geddes demonstrated that tongue movement and attachment to 
the breast were affected by tongue-ties.6  
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Tongue-tie can lead to maternal nipple damage and pain, a continuous pattern of 
feeding, dribbling while feeding, uncoordinated sucking and frequent feeds.7,8  This 
can result in slow weight gain, breastfeeding cessation, and even hypernatraemic 
dehydration.7  The pain and lack of skilled support have been described as 
harrowing and can lead to mothers experiencing feelings of failure and high levels 
of emotional distress.9,10  
 
Evidence on the need for tongue-tie division  
A NICE review in 2005 found only one RCT, one randomised, cross over study and 
three case-series, including a total of 374 babies. The guidance states the 
evidence was adequate to support the division of tongue tie in those experiencing 
difficulty in breastfeeding.11 It concludes “there are no major safety concerns about 
division of ankyloglossia and limited evidence suggests that this procedure can 
improve breastfeeding.” 
 
Since then there have been further randomised trials and several reviews 
evaluating frenotomy for feeding difficulty. However, we should be aware that the 
lack of an accepted classification of ankyloglossia makes comparisons between 
studies problematic.  The two most recent systematic reviews (SR) which 
considered frenotomy for infants with ankyloglossia and difficulty breastfeeding, 
that was not resolved following specialist breastfeeding support, are described 
briefly:  
 
 Finigan and Long included four RCTs and nine case series and concluded 

that frenotomy is important in supporting continuation of breastfeeding, 
protecting the mothers’ nipples from trauma, ensuring effective transfer of 
breastmilk, and improving satisfaction in feeding.12  

 Webb and colleagues found the same four RCTs and 12 observational 
studies. Frenotomy afforded significant objective improvements in pain (2 
RCTs), breastfeeding effectiveness (4 studies) milk production and feeding 
characteristics (3 studies); and infant weight gain (1 study). Subjective 
improvements were also noted in maternal perception of breastfeeding (14 
studies) and maternal pain scores (4 studies).13 

 
Most studies suffered from small sample sizes and lack of complete blinding. All 
RCTs offered frenotomy to babies in the control group, two immediately following 
assessment of pain and breastfeeding,14,15 one after 48 hours,3 and one within 2 
weeks,16 preventing longer term comparisons.  However, this does not detract from 
the significant findings, often immediately following frenotomy in blinded studies:   
 

 In a blinded, crossover study, pain reduced significantly after frenotomy but 
not after the sham procedure (p<0.001).14 

 Pain score improved in the frentotomy group compared to the sham group 
(p<0.001) and breastfeeding score increased (p<0.029).15 
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 96% mothers reported improved breastfeeding within 48 h of division, 
compared to only one mother in the non-division group (p < 0.001).3  

 
More recently a larger RCT in babies with mild to moderate tongue-tie who had 
difficulty breastfeeding found frenotomy did not result in an objective improvement 
in breastfeeding but was associated with improved self-efficacy and fewer mothers 
changing to bottle feeding before 5 days. Infants who had severe tongue-ties were  
excluded and offered frenotomy straight away. 4 
 
Additional considerations 
No true, double-blind RCT comparing outcomes for longer than 5 days has been 
attempted but there are ethical reasons for objecting to such a design. Maternal 
pain and the breastfeeding problems experienced by some dyads with tongue-tie 
are considerable, causing severe distress.  The difficulty of conducting such a trial 
when many mothers and health professionals are not willing to consent to 
randomisation (and the risk of receiving no treatment in a control arm) is 
underrated. For severe tongue-ties at least, we do not have equipoise.4,16  
 
The most common reasons given for early cessation of breastfeeding in the UK are 
either real or perceived insufficient milk supply and nipple pain.17 Both of these 
symptoms have been associated with ankyloglossia, and, therefore this condition 
should be considered as a contributing factor when assessing women with 
breastfeeding difficulties. 
 
Safety 
Almost all authors agree that frenotomy in the newborn is a low risk procedure, 
which can be performed without anaesthetic, and with minimal aftercare.7,11 
 
 
Conclusion 
If mothers experience difficulty in breastfeeding tongue-tie should be considered. 
There is sufficient evidence that, for babies with any degree of tongue-tie who do 
not compensate well, despite specialist breastfeeding support, frenotomy enables 
breastfeeding to continue. Most mothers report immediate improvement after 
frenotomy is performed, although in many studies mothers were not blinded to the 
procedure. Diagnosis should be carried out by specialists, depending mainly on 
observation of feeding difficulties rather than the appearance of the tongue.7,11   
 
Further studies of both breast and bottle fed babies are required, with more precise 
case definition to identify which dyads can benefit from frenotomy, data on side 
effects and longer term outcomes as there is also a lack of clarity over to what 
extent significant tongue-ties affect speech and dentition in later life. 
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